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I.
INTRODUCTION
The scalability of functions existing in a network is one of
the most important challenges for large inter-networks. The
quality of service (QoS) use-case with its IntServ and
DiffServ solutions was the most prominent of the discussed
features in the past. IntServ stores state information for
each connection on all nodes along the path of the
connection. The states are managed by using a signaling
protocol, like e.g. RSVP. In inter-networks, routers suffer
from the large amount of states needed for handling the
high number of connections. In order to deal with this
scalability problem, DiffServ maps several connections
traversing an autonomous system (AS) to a smaller number
of internal traffic classes. For example, all VoIP
connections are mapped to a delay optimized traffic class.
If this mapping is done, based on deep packet inspection,
no connection oriented state information is needed. As
drawback the application loses its possibility to inform the
network about its specific needs. In special, that hampers
the deployment of new applications because they are not
considered in the mapping. This is important for the
flexible and open end host concept which is the main driver
of innovations for the Internet. By using signaling with a
DiffServ approach, the network would be enabled to react
to the specific needs of an application. But a scalability
problem occurs at the ingress nodes of each AS. These
nodes have to handle the signaling and store the necessary
mapping states.
This scalability problem gets more severe in Future
Internet architectures, providing functionality by
dynamically constructing stacks based on functional blocks
[1, 2]. The scalability problem arises in these systems not
only for QoS but also for all other functions requiring
states. In addition to classical network based functions, like
multicast or mobility support, more application
requirements will likely appear in the future. Examples are
an integrated network-based virus scan for incoming data or
or video re-coding for small mobile devices. Regarding the
scalability challenges for a network, the main questions,
which have to be answered, are where to place functions
and the required state information, and how to re-use them
for multiple connections.
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The key contribution of this work is a demonstration of a
scaling inter-network system, based on dynamic
composition of functional blocks. New function instances
are created, depending on application requirements.
Furthermore, and more important, the system is able to reuse existing functions and their states for multiple
connections in order to improve scalability. The simulator
shows that the re-use is possible without per-connection
state information on the hosts which provide the functions.
II.
FORWARDING ON GATES
The demonstration uses the inter-network protocol
“Forwarding on Gates” [3] (FoG). It uses index-based
forwarding, which was adapted for networks consisting of
functional blocks. The index-based forwarding concept [4,
5] separates forwarding from routing of packets by using
lists of indices as routes. Such lists represent the decision of
of the routing and are used by the forwarding to relay data
without doing routing. In general, they are stored in the
packet. Typically, the lists are calculated by the routing at
the start of a communication. FoG differs from known
systems by the following two main points:
a.) FoG is based on functional blocks. These blocks are
called “gates” in the context of FoG. An index
represents the next functional block to which the data
has to be transferred to. Known systems, like Pathlet
[5], encode only the next hops with these indices.
Using functional blocks as the base for networking let
the routing operate on graphs of blocks, too.
b.) FoG uses an incremental routing process. In contrast to
source routing based systems, the routes in FoG are
created incrementally by concatenating partial routes.
During this process, FoG packets include only parts of
the whole route. Therefore, the routing process is
neither source routing nor hop-by-hop routing; it is in
between these two extreme cases.
The first point enables functional blocks (“gates”) to be
part of the routing. Therefore, the routing can decide to
reuse gates for multiple connections. In general, gates can
be reused if their function does not depend on the
communication data itself and if parameters used for the
gates are identical. The second point enables scalable

iimplementatioons of the rouuting since eacch routing instance
nneeds to callculate a parrtial route onnly in its knnown
ssurrounding.
If FoG is used, each aapplication iss able to sppecify
eexplicitly its requirementss for the com
mmunication with
ppeers, like packet orddering, encryyption, autom
matic
rretransmissionn or the maximum transmisssion delay. Based
B
oon the locattion of a coommunicationn request andd its
pparameters, tthe routing instances
i
are contacted. They
ccalculate a rooute through thhe graph of gates
g
satisfyinng the
rrequirements and reaching the destinatioon. In additionn, the
ccreation of neew function innstances can be necessary. IIn the
ccurrent demo,, the placemeent of a functtion is done bby an
aapproach, which instantiatees the functionn on the first node
aalong the com
mmunication rooute, whose poolicy allows thhis.
III.
DEM
MONSTRATION
Our demonnstrator illustrrates the two mentioned key
ffeatures in a llive scenario aas depicted inn Figure 1. Ouur use
ccase is live video stream
ming and uses three diffferent
rrequirement sets.
s
In generaal, the stream is transferredd in a
U
UDP-like fashhion. The appplication definnes additional nonffunctional andd functional reequirements, tthe network has
h to
ssatisfy.
Basically, ouur demonstrattor consists off two applicattions,
ddeveloped byy us. The firstt one is an IP-only appliccation
w
with graphicaal user interfface and viddeo preview. It is
rresponsible foor video grabbing (either ffrom a webcaam or
ffrom a local vvideo file) and delivers this vvideo stream tto the
ssecond applicaation. Within this second appplication, thee FoG
cconcept andd needed management functions are
iimplemented. The software is able to sim
mulate a FoG bbased
nnetwork and its communiication in reaal-time. It haas an
aadditional inteerface to real (IP) networkks. The interfaace is
uused to conveert the video stream from IIP to FoG. W
Within
tthe software, a FoG based vvideo viewer shows
s
the receeived
sstream. Via seeveral verbosee graphical ouutputs it is posssible
tto observe all activities in tthe FoG netwoork. Based onn this,
oour software sshows the key features of FooG.
First, the viddeo display iss requesting tthe video from
m the
vvideo source just via best effort, like inn today’s Inteernet.
T
This is markeed by “1.” in F
Figure 1. Thee received viddeo is
ddisplayed as a separate widgget within the software.

Foor demonstratiing purposes, the packet lloss rate can be
adjjusted by a ggraphical conttrol element in the softwaare.
Thhis is shown inn Figure 1 as slider below tthe link betweeen
host B and C. W
With the helpp of the sliderr the packet looss
ratte can be set dynamically. The variationn of packet looss
wiill lead to obvvious differences in the viddeo transmissiion
quuality of casse one and two. Codingg artifacts aand
preesentation stops occur in thhe video pressentation of caase
onne. In case tw
wo the video has only an additional dellay
whhich is causedd by the “LL
LC Gates” annd their applied
rettransmission oof packets. Thhe different hhandling of booth
traansmissions based on the requirements shows the fi
first
conntribution.
T
Third, an addittional video trransmission iss started with tthe
sam
me requiremennts as in the pprevious one. T
The network w
will
now re-use the ccreated gates ffrom the seconnd scenario. T
This
f
bloocks for uniccast
inccludes all QooS enabled functional
traansmission ass well as viddeo encodingg and decodiing
bloocks. The whhole process oof finding andd using existiing
reuusable blockss will be vissible to the aaudience in tthe
graaphical displayy showing thee network topoology.

F
Figure 2: demon
nstrator screensh
hot

T
The graphicall user interfa
face of the FoG prototyppe,
deppicted in Figgure 2, enablees the user too observe eveery
proocess in the network
n
graphhically. It conssist of (from tthe
topp left to the boottom right inn Figure 2) an AS overview
w, a
nettwork topoloogy presentaation, severall video stream
ouutputs, a packeet view, a debbug console with
w different llog
levvels and a propperty view whhich is able to show propertties
andd attributes off the currentlyy selected item
m of the netwoork.
Foor example, thhis can be a physical host oor link, a logiical
funnction block oor a running appplication.
[1]

[2]
Figure 1: sscenario overview
w

Second, thee video is transmitted w
with the exxplicit
aapplication reequirement “m
maximum losss rate limiteed to
eexplicit value””. In this case special gates (“LLC Gates””) are
aautomatically created byy the network to impleement
ttransmission error
e
detectionn and retransm
mission of pacckets.

[3]
[4]
[5]
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